Celebrate your Senior Pet
If your pet is 7 years old or older, then we consider them a “A Senior”.

Your pet may seem healthy through its senior years, but sometimes many
age-related problems may not be apparent until the illness has advanced.
An aging pet’s organs gradually deteriorate and may lose their ability to function
properly. We use senior testing to promote early detection and treatment of diseases,
so we can maintain health and prevent illness during your pet’s senior years. Early
detection of disease often give us more effective and less costly treatment options. And
senior testing helps establish normal baseline values for your pet, creating a point of
comparison for the future.
Together we can help your cat or dog live a long active and comfortable life.
Early diagnosis and intervention often minimizes suffering and enhance the quality of
life for our furry friends. The Celebrate your Senior Pet Package checks for health and
abnormalities.
Luv-N-Care Animal Clinic have designed this package so that we have the
medical information necessary to guide you on the most appropriate care and actions to
take the best care of your pet and ensure the live happy and healthy lives.
More details are available on the web page or from the veterinarian and
technician.

Celebrate your Senior Pet
It’s hard to believe that our pets are considered Seniors at just 7 years of age.
As they age, our pets become more susceptible to Senior diseases like
Diabetes and Kidney disease. Senior blood work can help catch these
diseases in their early stages, providing more options for treatment.
Helping your senior live a longer, happy life.
Physical Exam
Urinalysis
Fecal
Nail Trim

***Normal cost: $658.87

Total Health with BNP profile
Full Body X ray (4 views)
Anal Glands Expression
Ear Cleaning

***Golden Oldie Special: $460

Doctor will meet at appointed time for pick up to answer questions.
Golden Oldie Special is offered if done at one time.
Owner Signature:_________________________________________
Date: _________________

